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Abstract
Many will agree that if one takes the general success in life as a journey, then self concept qualifies to be the driving force towards that goal. Without self-concept then the work of counsellors would be a mirage. Because not unless one is able to answer the question “who am I” and clearly define his perception or image of his abilities and uniqueness; then it becomes a hard task to guide and counsel such a person. Professional counsellors should therefore strive to understand the role of self concept in the essence of guiding students to realise their dreams and goals. Counsellor educators have emphasized the importance of counsellors self concept development as a vital ingredient of counsellors education programs. However, challenges have been encountered greatly in developing program elements which aid in desired outcome; individual counselling has been recommended as one of the most logical experiences to promote self–knowledge and to assist self-concept develops. It is my intention in this paper to clearly shade lights on the role of self-mastery as a bedrock fodder for counselling purpose.

1.0 Introduction
One's self-concept (also called self-construction, self-identity or self-perspective) is a collection of beliefs about oneself that includes elements such as academic performance, gender roles and sexuality, racial identity, and many others. Generally, self-concept embodies the answer to "Who am I?"

- "Self-concept is our perception or image of our abilities and our uniqueness. At first one's self-concept is very general and changeable... As we grow older, these self-perceptions become much more organized, detailed, and specific." (Pastorino & Doyle-Portillo, 2013)
- "A self-concept is a collection of beliefs about one's own nature, unique qualities, and typical behavior. Your self-concept is your mental picture of yourself. It is a collection of self-perceptions. For example, a self-concept might include such beliefs as 'I am easygoing' or 'I am pretty' or 'I am hardworking.'" (Weiten, Dunn, & Hammer, 2012)

With self-concept, virtues such as self drive or initiative are borne. These anchor an individual’s commitment. According to the French writer victor Hugo, this simply means doing the right thing without being told. Most people know what the right thing to do, but they do not unless prompted to do so. Therefore it takes personal responsibility for one to be accurately guided. Many will agree if not all that in primary schools, pupils do not wake up early, dress up, go to school, and read for their own sake. Studies show that over 60% of them do so only because their parents and teachers are strict. Counsellors, in their essence of encouraging a culture of taking initiative by students, must make them know why they lack it.

1.1 Components of self-concept necessary for counselling.

It is inarguable that self-concept includes past, present and future selves. Future or possible selves represent individuals' ideas of what they might become, what they would like to become, or what they are afraid of becoming. These different selves correspond to one's hopes, fears, standards, goals, and threats for their present selves. Possible selves may function as incentives for future behaviour and also provide an evaluative and interpretive context for the current view of self that is used when one self-evaluates, contributing to one's self-
esteem. The perception which people have about their past or future selves is related to the perception of their current self. The temporal self-appraisal theory argues that people have a tendency to maintain a positive evaluation of the current self by distancing their self-concepts from their negative selves and paying more attention to their positive selves. In addition, people have a tendency to perceive the past self less favorably (e.g., I'm better than I used to be) and the future self more positively (e.g., I will be better than I am now). Professional counsellors should therefore uphold self-concept a great deal on the part of their clients because it forms fodder for their duty.

1.2 Is the practical aspect of self-concept real?

Psychologists Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow paved the way for this concept. According to Rogers, everyone strives to become more like an “ideal self”. The closer one is to their ideal self, the happier one will be. Rogers also claimed that one factor in a person’s happiness is unconditional positive regard, or UPR, from others. UPR often occurs in close or familial relationships, and involves a consistent level of affection regardless of the recipient’s actions. Rogers explained UPR as neither approving nor disapproving of someone based on their behaviors or characteristics but rather accepting them without judgment. From a therapy frame of reference, Rogers identified the significance of a client perceiving a therapist’s UPR towards them, so that the client would not feel judged as they attempt to accurately express themselves. Evidence of UPR in self-concept research is apparent in studies by Benner and Mistry (2007) and Tiedemann (2000). Research has indicated that adolescents whose mothers and teachers had high expectations for their future educational attainment experienced more academic success than those whose adult influences had lower expectations. Adults’ high expectations for children are also reported as being important buffers from the negative effects of other parties’ low expectations by developing feelings of positive regard in adolescents. In research about parent stereotypes, the correlation between parents’ beliefs about their early elementary age children’s’ mathematics abilities and the children’s actual abilities increased as children aged. This demonstrates the strong relationship between adults’ beliefs about children and children’s beliefs about themselves, indicating the importance of developing unconditional positive regard for students so they can develop it themselves.

Research by Trautwein et al. (2009) indicates that children and adolescents begin integrating social comparison information into their own self-concept in elementary school by assessing their position among their peers. Gest et al.’s (2008) research findings reveal that peer acceptance has a significant impact on one’s self-concept by age 5, affecting children’s behavior and academic success. Both of these research examples demonstrate the social influences on a person’s self-concept and how easier it can be to guide someone who has mastered himself.

1.3 Congruence and Incongruence

As elaborated above, our self-concepts are not always perfectly aligned with reality. Some students might believe that they are great at academics, but their school transcripts might tell a different story. According to Carl Rogers, the degree to which a person's self-concept matches up to reality is known as congruence and incongruence. While we all tend to distort reality to a certain degree, congruence occurs when self-concept is fairly well aligned to reality. Incongruence happens when reality does not match up to our self-concept.

Rogers believed that incongruence has its earliest roots in childhood. When parents place conditions on their affection for their children (only expressing love if children "earn it" through certain behaviors and living up to the parents’ expectations), children begin to distort the memories of experiences that leave them feeling unworthy of their parents’ love.

Unconditional love, on the other hand, helps to foster congruence. Children who experience such love feel no need to continually distort their memories in order to believe that other people will love and accept them as they are.

2.0 Model of self-concept, fodder for counseling.

Many counselors if not all will acknowledge the contribution of self-concept as an internal model that uses self-assessments in order to define one's self-schemas. Features such as personality, skills and abilities, occupation(s) and hobbies, physical characteristics, etc. are assessed and applied to self-schemas, which are
ideas one has of oneself in a particular dimension (e.g., students that considers themselves stars will associate star-like qualities and be an expert on those qualities). A collection of self-schemas make up one's overall self-concept. For example, the statement "I am lazy" is a self-assessment that contributes to the self-concept. Therefore, once we have self-concept taking root in our students then giving them professional direction would not be a challenge.

2.1 Academic self-concept

Academic Self-Concept (ASC) refers to the personal beliefs someone develops about their academic abilities or skills. A person's ASC develops and evolves as they age. Some research suggests that ASC begins developing in early childhood, from age 3 to 5, due to parental/family and early educators’ influences, while other research contends that ASC does not develop until age 7 or 8, when children begin evaluating their own academic abilities based on the feedback they receive from parents, teachers and their peers. By age 10 or 11, children view their academic abilities by comparing themselves to their peers. These social comparisons are also referred to as self-estimates. Self-estimates are frequently utilized to help one form an idea of oneself. Research shows that self-estimate of cognitive ability were most accurate when numerical ability was estimated. Furthermore, research shows that self-estimates were more likely to be poor in other areas of cognitive ability such as reasoning speed that are considered less frequently.

There are a variety of social factors that contribute to development of an ASC and developing a positive ASC has been related to people’s behaviors and emotions in other domains of their life, influencing happiness, self-esteem, and anxiety levels to name a few. Due to the significant impact ASC has on a person’s life, it has been argued that educational systems should foster positive self-concept development in children.

These research findings are important because they have practical implications for parents and teachers. Research indicates that parents and teachers need to provide children with specific feedback that focuses on their particular skills or expressed abilities in order to increase ASC. Other research suggests that learning opportunities should be conducted in a variety of mixed-ability and like-ability groupings that down-play social comparison because too much of either type of grouping can have adverse effects on children’s ASC in the way they view themselves in relation to their peers.

2.2 Effects of success and Failure

Various studies have examined the effects that success and failure can have on an individual's self-concept. Individuals often form their self-concept based on past experiences of success or failure, attributing the outcome to their own personal worth. By doing this, individuals can commit the fundamental attribution error. In this case, the error may arise when the person falsely believes that a specific aspect of who they are determined the positive or negative outcome. By attributing a negative outcome to oneself, self-concept can be unnecessarily harmed. However, attributing positive outcomes to oneself can increase self-concept. These attributions can even have an effect on self-perception, achievement behaviors in the future, and expectancies. Austin and Vispoel (1998) found strong links between where an individual attributed success or failure and, specifically, musical self-concept.

Changes in self-concept can be mediated and predicted by various factors. One important factor in academics is evaluation of performance by peers, or peer academic reputation (PAR). Gest, Rulison, Davidson, and Welsh (2008) found evidence for the predictive ability of PAR with regard to Students’ in upper grades academic self-concept. If a student has a reputation for success or failure in the academic setting, the student may develop a negative self-concept. This shows that it may not only be the actual success or failure that has an effect, but may also be the secondary effects of poor academic reputation among peers that influence students' self-concept.

There are also effects that have been studying by looking at how self-concept can influence success or failure and attributions of success and failure. In a study of university undergraduate students, self-esteem was studied by examining students’ attributions for their success or failure after being given a word association test. Dutton and Brown (1997) found that self-esteem could predict participants' attribution of their success or failure in the word test. Individuals with high self-esteem tended to make more self-serving attributions to outcomes than did individuals with low self-esteem.
2.3 Expectations, conditioning and gauging

According to Kathleen Berger, author of *The Developing Person*, guilt plays a significant role in shaping a young child's self-concept. As an example, she describes a child that is coddled at home, and his/her socially unacceptable behavior is never thwarted by the parent(s). When the child is denied whatever they want from another child, he/she strikes out towards other children, not understanding that there will be consequences and possible retaliation. If this kind of behavior were to occur in a classroom environment, a teacher could use guilt in an attempt to shape the spoiled child's self-concept by reminding the student that hitting others is not acceptable in most social situations. In essence, guilt shapes behavior. Berger goes on to explain that most children over the age of 5 have some sense of the rules and regulations that govern social behavior that they learn from a guardian, thus shaping their self-concept without using guilt. In some cases, if maladaptive behavior is left unchecked, the seeds of bullying could start to germinate.

Self-concept is linked directly to a person's level of anxiety, according to the humanistic psychologist Carl Rogers. According to Rogers, if a child feels highly valued and wanted, that person is more likely to grow up with a positive self-image, with the possibility of becoming self-actualized. Rogers describes this individual as a *fully functioning person* with a low level of anxiety, which he attributes to inconsistencies between self-perceptions and possible-self. Here again, expectations play a major role in shaping self-concept. Dr. Rogers hypothesizes that psychologically healthy people actively move away from roles created by others' expectations but instead look within themselves for validation.

To gauge a child's self-concept, Susan Harter developed the Self-Perception Profile for Adolescents. In it, domains such as scholastic competence, behavior conduct, close friendships, social acceptance, athletic competence, romantic appeal, and physical appearance are rated using a number of indicators. Some of the positive indicators include whether the child or adolescent expresses their opinion, maintains eye contact during conversion, works cooperatively in a group, maintains a comfortable space between self and others, and uses proper voice levels for various situation. Negative indicators could include teasing, gossiping, using dramatic gesturing, engaging in inappropriate touching or avoiding physical contact, verbally putting down self or others, or bragging about achievements, skills, or appearance.

2.4 Culture recipe for self-concept

It is indisputable that culture affects ones choice on who one becomes and what one can achieve. It forms the whole set of standards that dictate ones way of thinking and view of success. Many people miss what it means to think great because a backward culture trains them to think small. A backward culture is harmful because it chains the mind as opposed to a good one which gives a sense of assurance and belief in one’s self. The Social comparison theory states that people strive to accurately define themselves and therefore utilize social comparisons to accurately define the self during the self-evaluative process. Within these social comparisons, one will find upward (e.g., positive) and downward (e.g., negative) comparisons that can either enhance or threaten our self-concept and self-esteem. In such cases where we feel threatened, it is not uncommon to make explanations for why we are not performing to the same degree as others, thereby preserving our self-concept and self-esteem.

2.5 The development perspective

Research by Tiedemann (2000) found that parents’ and teachers’ gender stereotypes about children’s mathematical abilities influenced children’s self-concepts about their mathematical ability prior to having extensive experience with math in school. Tiedemann’s (2000) research findings also indicate that the correlation between adult’s gendered stereotypes and children’s beliefs about themselves increased as children aged throughout elementary school. Additional research by Benner and Mistry (2007) indicates that parent’s initial expectations for their children, during early childhood, correlate with children’s academic success. These findings highlight the influence of adult stereotypes and expectations on children’s self-concept formation.

Research by Maccoby (1990) found that boys and girls choose same-sex play partners by age 3 and maintain their preferences until late elementary school. Boys and girls become involved in different social interactions and relationships. Girls tend to prefer one-on-one dyadic interaction, while boys prefer group activities. Girls tend to
share secrets and form tight, intimate bonds with one another. Furthermore, girls are more likely to wait their
turn to speak, agree with others, and acknowledge the contributions of others. Boys, on the other hand, build
larger group relationships based on shared interests and activities. Boys are more likely to threaten, boast, and
call names, suggesting the importance of dominance and hierarchy in groups of male friends. Subsequently, the
social characteristics of boys and girls tend to carry over later in life as they become men and women.

Researchers debate when self-concept development begins but agree on the importance of person’s life.
Tiedemann (2000) indicates that parents’ gender stereotypes and expectations for their children impact children’s
understandings of themselves by approximately age 3. Others suggest that self-concept develops later, around age
7 or 8, as children are developmentally prepared to begin interpreting their own feelings, abilities, and
interpretations of feedback they receive from parents, teachers, and peers about themselves. Despite differing
opinions about the onset of self-concept development, researchers agree on the importance of one’s self-concept,
which influences people’s behaviors and cognitive and emotional outcomes including (but not limited to)
academic achievement, levels of happiness, anxiety, social integration, self-esteem, and life-satisfaction.

3 conclusions

Professional counselors, psychologists, teachers, parents and any other person who has been in the counseling
field will yield to the agendum that self-concept and its components have laid vital ingredients which have
always formed the basis of guidance and counseling especially among students. The counseling field therefore,
cannot simply ignore its contribution in the essence of guidance. Undoubtedly, with self-concept one stands a
chance to pursue their pledges to the end in life so long as you have realized that you are your own captain and
ready to break free from culture that do not encourage self-drive. Franklin Delano Roosevelt the 32nd
president of the United States, despite being paralyzed at a tender age, through his commitment and self-drive became a
president and made major and lasting impact on his country. Harry Truman who was his successor, said,” in
reading the lives of great men. I found that the first victory they won was over themselves-----self-awareness
with all of them came first”. In this sense self-concept qualifies to be the common denominator for great people.
Take Jesus the best example of greatness. He could have chosen to avoid death but he did not, why? He
understood what he was and what he was meant for.

In conclusion, it is true that self-concept cloth with it vital virtues that are fodder for the general successful
growth of a person. And; these are the bedrock of the counselors work. Therefore it is necessary that counselors
evaluate their ‘patients’, whether they know themselves, before they can administer their right ‘dose’ on them.
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